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The Mobile Learning Experience is a fully interactive, one-of-a-kind learning experience.  
Each activity encourages participants to engage, play, experiment, and learn...

Guests will learn through an array of exhibits that lead them through a watershed, 
including:
 
•	 Discover	an	estuary’s	food	web	through	the	“Wheel	of	(Mis)Fortune”
•	 Create	actual	rain	over	an	urban	watershed	to	understand	impacts	from	
    pollutants
•	 Peer	through	a	video	microscope	into	the	innerspace	of	wetlands
•	 Divert	a	flowing	river	to	learn	about	water	management
•	 Use	computer	modeling	to	see	changes	in	a	lake	region	over	a	200	year	period
•	 Make	online	pledges	to	conserve	water	and	energy	for	the	next	year!
•	 Transform	the	entire	class	into	a	rain	shower,	learn	about	the	water	cycle,	and	
				follow	an	animated	watershed	in	our	30-person	on-board	theater
•	 NEW	-	large	touch	screen	station	featuring	“Our	Watersheds,	Our	Legacy”

Get a sneak peek of the Mobile Learning Experience in action at 
www.vimeo.com/6038692	or	learn	more	at	www.wylandfoundation.org

•  Trailer Size:    
    56’ 2” long
    13’ 6” tall 
    8’ 5” wide (Expands to 22’ total) 
    Total length with tractor: 83’ 2” 
    Total Weight: 80,000 lbs.
    Parking lot allowance: 26 car  
    spaces (2 rows of 13)

• Electrical:
   Can run on tractor generator 
   Requirements for shore power 
hook up:
        208/3phase 
        120amp minimal 
        200amp max
• Air Conditioned
• ADA accessible
• Estimated 3 hour setup time

Specifications
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The Clean Water Mobile Learning Experience is a state of the art 1,000 square foot bio-diesel learning exhibition 
about the world of water. It features a multisensory theater and six interactive stations that allows communities to 
explore how the availability of water affects the quality of our lives. Over 500,000 children and families have toured 
the exhibit since 2007. This science exhibit on wheels rolls directly onto school sites, community centers, and special 
events.

After experiencing the exhibit, visitors will be able to:
• Describe at least three types of pollutants, how they enter  
   a watershed, and how they impact that watershed
• Understand and explain at least one way in which humans impact 
   aquatic ecosystems
• State at least three ways in which they can help conserve water

Each 5-6 hour visit includes:
- On board instructor
- Exhibit set-up and breakdown
- An array of science exhibits, computer models, touchscreens,  
  water commitment calculators, and actual falling rain and  
  a running river

Additional features for schools, include:
- Pre-event classroom activities and lesson plans
- Optional student assembly multi-media presentation
- Supports water unit studies for grades 4-8

Wyland Clean Water Mobile Learning Experience
presented by the wyland foundation and toyota

Bringing the Wonder of Water Conservation to Our Communities!

Proposed Schedule
Albuquerque - Mar. 6
Tucson - Mar. 10-11
Phoenix - Mar. 13-14
Las Vegas - Mar. 18-19

Why A Mobile Resource Center?
The Wyland Clean Water Mobile Learning Experience 
was developed with our national partners as an 
affordable field trip alternative for schools to increase 
student knowledge of the functions of watersheds 
and gain a broader understanding of the impact that 
communities have on these systems.

Did you know? The Wyland Clean 
Water Mobile Learning Experi-
ence exhibit saved an estimated 
$225,000 in busing costs alone for 
schools last year.


